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IGARAPÉ

BRAZIL

JAGUAR HONEY

C O S TA R I C A

VIRUNGA NATIONAL PARK COFFEES
FOREST COFFEES
L A MORENA

ETHIOPIA

G U AT E M A L A

GOMBE SPECIAL RESERVE

TA N Z A N I A

DR CONGO

B R A Z I L

IG ARAPÉ

COFFEE FOR THE AMAZON RAINFOREST

Our Project Coffee Igarapé is no ordinary specialty coffee from Brazil. It
supports the Institute of Conservation and Sustainable Development of the
Amazon’s (IDESAM) Apuí Emergency Fund Program. Apuí is the city most
affected by wildfires in summer 2019.
The municipality of Apuí is located about 450 km south of Manaus, capital of
the state of Amazonas, and home to a rural population who earn their living
from agriculture. Apuí is an agricultural expansion frontier in the Amazon,
created in the 1980s. Since then, burning the rainforest has been a common
way to create agricultural lands. Sadly, the identity of Apuí is built on a ‘fire
culture’.
In 2019, the Amazon Rainforest saw a historic surge in wildfires. Those fires
destroyed hectares of precious rainforest and had a negative impact not only
on the climate, but also on local wildlife, water cycles and the population of
the Amazon. Apuí was the most affected area, with more than 2,000 hotspots
in July and August 2019 – or 25% of all fire outbreaks in the Amazon (3.3×
greater than in the same period in 2018).
Igarapé directly supports the Amazon Rainforest around Apuí. IDESAM’s
Emergency Fund is based on four pillars: to understand the fires, raise awareness in the population, support the fire brigades, and recover the damages
through reforestation and the promotion of agroforestry and silvopastoral activities.
For every container of Igarapé sold, Volcafe Select donates more than $5,300
to IDESAM, paying for the protection and replantation of 1 hectare of rainforest in the area.
Our Igarapé coffee has been carefully selected from eight different farms from
Alta Paranaíba in the Cerrado region. With only 40 years in the coffee industry, Cerrado is one of the youngest growing regions in Brazil. The selection
of the farms was based not only on the coffee’s cup, but also on its long-term
availability. Igarapé is a medium- to long-term engagement, meaning the coffee has to be available in the next few years. A cup of Igarapé offers a full,
creamy body with notes of chocolate, cocoa, brown sugar and nuts.
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REGION
Alto Paranaíba, Minas Geiras

1 container of coffee
protects and replants
1 hectare of rainforest

ALTITUDE
890–1,050 m
VARIETY
Mundo Nuovo, Red Catuai
HARVEST
May–June 2019
PROCESSING
Natural
PRODUCERS
Fazenda Boa Vista
José Alves da Rocha
Patrocínio
Fazenda Castelhana
Cesar Jordão
Monte Carmelo
Fazenda Castelhana
Acácio José Dianin
Monte Carmelo
Fazenda Cláudia
Elmiro Resende Cunha
Monte Carmelo
Fazenda Macaúbas
Guilherme Figueiredo Vanço
Araguari
Fazenda Olhos D’Água
Fernando Antônio de Oliveira
Perdizes
Fazenda São Sebastião
Vinicius Navarro Borel Amaral
Pedrinópolis
Fazendinha
Edna Matiko Otake
Perdizes

PROJECT COFFEES
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C O S TA

$20,000 to protect Jaguars
in 10 years

R I C A

J AGUA R HO NE Y
BENEFICIO SAN DIEGO

Our Jaguar Honey comes from Tarrazú, known as Costa Rica’s coffee nursery,
from where pioneers started exporting Costa Rican coffee to the world. Produced in Beneficio San Diego, one of the top 3 largest coffee mills in Costa
Rica (and the most modern), Jaguar Honey is – as its name suggests – a honey-processed coffee.
REGION
Tarrazú, San José
ALTITUDE
1,600–1,900 m
FARMER
Smallholders
FARMS SIZE
3 ha
MILL
Beneficio San Diego
VARIETY
Caturra and Catuai
HARVEST
January–March
PROCESSING
Honey

In comparison with other processings, water usage is very low. Due to a shorter fermentation period, the coffee acquires an acidity halfway between natural and washed coffees. Farmers produce coffees with some of the unique
characteristics of natural processed coffee in less time and with lower risks of
unexpected effects, such as overfermentation. In the honey process, the cherry
skin is completely removed and only the mucilage is left on the parchment. A
honey coffee bean has a lighter, more yellow honey colour.
But Jaguar Honey is first and foremost a coffee with an environmental purpose: for every quintal of Jaguar Honey sold, Volcafe Select donates $1 to the
Fundación Pro Zoológicos, (Fundazoo). Based in Costa Rica, Fundazoo is
a conservation nonprofit foundation that protects and promotes the natural
biodiversity of Costa Rica. Responsible for several zoos and national parks in
the country, Fundazoo bases its work on three pillars: research, habitat management and education. Very active in the global scene, Fundazoo works hand
in hand with the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN).
Our sister company in Costa Rica, Café Capris, has been supporting Fundazoo’s Jaguar programme since 2010. Jaguars are an important but endangered
species in the ecosystem. They are a so-called ‘umbrella species’, meaning its
conservation ensures the protection of a large number of other species. Jaguars need a lot of space to live and migrate across Central and South America. Their migration is the source of their reproduction. Due to human-made
developments, the migration routes of jaguars have been severely disrupted.
In addition, illegal hunting and deforestation have accelerated the reduction
of the jaguar population in Costa Rica. Since the start of the project, Jaguar
Honey has helped raise $20,000 for Fundazoo.
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C O N G O

V IR UNG A N ATI O N AL
PA R K CO F F E E S
A STRUGGLE AGAINST INCREDIBLE ODDS

Located at the borders of Uganda, Rwanda and Burundi, the Kivu area is
home to coffees with stunning cup profiles. While the area is subject to ongoing conflicts, a cooperation between coffee farmers, Farm Africa and the
Virunga National Park is encouraging peace through the growing of specialty
coffee.
Established in 1925, the Virunga National Park is the oldest national park
in Africa and one of the last refuges of the mountain gorilla. It is also home
to highly endangered lowland gorillas as well as savannah elephants, chimpanzees, lions, leopards and antelopes. It has the largest diversity of birdlife
in the world. Due to its situation in eastern DR Congo, the park faces many
existential challenges.
For Virunga National Park the conservation of its extraordinary wildlife goes
hand in hand with the promotion of the social and economic well-being of
the people of North Kivu, who live around the park. Through the Virunga
Alliance, which is supported by the provincial authorities, civil society and the
private sector, the national park is investing in a number of initiatives to promote economic regeneration – most notably a major hydroelectric generation
and distribution venture. This is already bringing employment opportunities as
well as access to electricity for thousands of households.
The park is also embarking on a major agriculture programme, with the vision
of boosting the livelihoods of smallholder farmers who live around the park
by investing in the production and marketing of their food and cash crops,
including coffee. In this way, the pressures on farmers to encroach on the park
to extract wood for charcoal will be reduced and farmers will see benefits from
the park’s presence.
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COOPADE

KAWA KANZURURU

REGION
Mususa, Butembo, North Kivu

REGION
Lume, Beni, North Kivu

ALTITUDE
1,300–2,100 m

ALTITUDE
1,000–1,800 m

COOPERATIVE
Coopade

COOPERATIVE
Kawa Kanzururu

PRODUCERS
4,518 smallholders
1,732 women

PRODUCERS
1,642 smallholders
350 women

AVERAGE SIZE
0,37 ha

AVERAGE SIZE
0,37 ha

INFRASTRUCTURE
11 washing stations

INFRASTRUCTURE
22 washing stations

VARIETY
VARIETY
Blue Mountain, Katwai, Rumangabo Blue Mountain, Rumangabo
HARVEST
August–November

HARVEST
August–November

PROCESSING
Fully-washed, sun-dried

PROCESSING
Fully-washed, sun-dried

PROJECT COFFEES
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COFFEE PROJECT WITH FARM AFRICA
The borders of the Virunga National Park, including the slopes of the Rwenzori Mountains and the uplands north-west of Lake Edward, contain some of
the finest Arabica coffee growing land in the world. The climate is temperate
with plentiful rainfall and sunshine, and there are volcanic soils and altitudes
rising to over 2,000 metres. Smallholder farmers here have long grown heirloom bourbon varieties, but until very recently post-harvest processing was
very basic and the only buyers were informal traders, mainly coming from
neighbouring Uganda.
The aim of the Virunga National Park coffee programme is to enable farmers
to realise the full potential of their coffees. Overall, the programme will boost
the livelihoods of more than 7,000 coffee farming families living on the border
of the national park. The farmers are already organised at village level around
small-scale coffee washing stations, and are affiliated to two vibrant young
cooperatives, Kawa Kanzururu and Coopade, based close to Beni and Butembo respectively, for milling and export.
The project will strengthen the business at each level, from farm management
to production and business systems, while building a strong profile and presence in international markets.
The project approach is based on a holistic and sustainable farming model that
includes crop diversification, balances food security and cash generation and
provides training on good agricultural practices and the establishment of nurseries for coffee trees. There is also a strong emphasis on increasing the quantity
and quality of the fully washed Arabica produced by the cooperatives. This will
be achieved through upgrading processing and storage capacity, installing cupping labs, and through training in quality management, evaluation and control
at each level, from farmer to export.

COOPADE’S WOMEN’S SECTION
In July 2016, Coopade created a Women’s Section with the objective of allowing women coffee farmers to control and develop their own coffee production
through the whole chain – from production through to export. As the women
in DR Congo already do the largest proportion of the work on coffee farms,
including harvesting, this has meant focusing on the delivery of the coffee
cherries to the washing station and the management of washing and drying
the parchment coffee. The Women’s Section have built a total of 7 out of 15
Coopade washing stations to date, of which Kirindera was one of the first.
These washing stations are entirely managed by the Women’s Section. Their
aims are to improve both coffee yields and coffee quality to secure better livelihoods for their families.
KIRINDERA WOMEN’S PEACE COFFEE
This is the first year in which Coopade’s coffee produced by women has been
kept separate from the rest of the cooperative’s production and marketed with
its own identity. It is being produced and sold with pride, both in its high
quality and in the organisational efforts that have made it possible. It is being
sold with a small premium that will boost the women’s incomes.
We asked Gisele Kahindo why the women of Kirindera chose to call their coffee Women’s Peace Coffee: “Because of the atrocities that have been committed and
which continue to be committed in eastern DR Congo. It’s so that, by growing coffee,
women can say no to what is happening – and in particular by employing young
people we can provide them with an alternative so that they are no longer drawn to
join the armed groups that are destabilising Virunga National Park. We want to see
peace for everyone living in DR Congo, and above all for those living on the borders
of the Virunga National Park.”

The business management capacities of the cooperatives will be strengthened,
including the governance issues entailed in operating a complex business, and
the cooperatives’ ability to secure working capital. The cooperatives will be
supported to understand and operate successfully in international markets,
with the aim of establishing linkages with importers, roasters, brands and retailers through long-term business partnerships.
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E T H I O P I A

Supporting forest communities
and their environment

FO RE ST CO FFE ES
D E L I C AT E C O F F E E G R O W N W I L D

What coffee lover doesn’t cherish Ethiopian coffee? With our Ethiopian Forest coffees we are expanding our range from the birthplace of Arabica coffee.

ILLUBABOR
REGION
Didu and Ale
ALTITUDE
1,650–2,200 m
FARMER
2,787 producers
(477 women and
2,310 men)
HARVEST
September–December
PROCESSING
Natural

BALE
REGION
Delo Mena and
Harenna Buluk
ALTITUDE
1,400–1,800 m
FARMER
10,862 producers
(2,158 women
and 8,704 men)
HARVEST
October–December

The key coffee areas of Ethiopia, such as Yirgacheffe, Sidama, Harar, Jimma
and Guji have seen increased development, refinement and output. In other
parts of the country – like Bale and Illubabor – coffee is left to grow wild in
forests with little or no attention.
Our partner Farm Africa collaborates with forest communities to increase
coffee production and quality while conserving natural forests. As part of this
conservation initiative, 103,000 hectares of forest is being protected.
Farm Africa began engaging with people that inhabit the forests in Bale and
Illubabor a decade ago. Previously, coffee was strip-harvested and dried on the
ground. Ethiopian forest coffee was left behind, harvested with no care and
sold at very low prices.
The coffees are now selectively harvested, dried on bamboo racks and stored
properly. Local communities are learning about coffee markets and how their
wild produce is now gaining global attention and capturing value. Coffees in
these forests grow naturally without planting or pruning. The interventions are
limited to the slashing of undergrowth and harvesting once per year.
Forest coffees are sold to the export markets through traceable routes. Farmers
in Bale and Ilubabor are now rewarded for their efforts to achieve the highest
quality and get recognition for their work. Farm Africa’s pioneering work has
encouraged business structures through which the farmers proactively manage
the forests. Buyers now have access not only to unique forest coffees, they can
also strengthen Farm Africa’s work and through that continue the preservation and regeneration of Ethiopia’s incredible forests for future generations.

PROCESSING
Natural
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G UAT E M A L A

L A M O RE N A

COFFEE FOR GENDER EQUALIT Y

Empowering
women farmers
in Guatemala

In Guatemala, coffee has long been a male-dominate industry and gender
equality remains a challenge. It is still unfortunately very difficult for women
in Guatemala to compete and thrive in the coffee world. La Morena is a coffee
that showcases the work of women farmers across Guatemala.
Between 20% and 30% of coffee farms are female-operated and up to 70% of
labour in coffee production is provided by women, depending on the region.
However, women have systematically lower access to resources – such as land,
credit and information – than men. This often results in a measurable gender
gap in economic outcomes, including yields, productivity and farm income.
La Morena is a coffee from Huehuetenango, one of the better-known regions
of Guatemala. One of Guatemala’s three non-volcanic regions, Huehuetenango is also the highest and driest one, making it one of the best in which to
grow coffee. The region depends heavily on the coffee industry and exports.
Produced exclusively by female farmers, La Morena is also a Volcafe Way coffee. Since they joined the programme, the farmers have increased the quality of
their coffee, increased their yields, and, as a consequence, started earning more.
By teaching them best practices, their farms are turning out excellent coffee
and becoming viable businesses.
Our sister company in Guatemala works with Wakami, a local foundation
dedicated to the empowerment of women through the creation of small business models that contribute to the sale of Guatemalan handicraft products. By
providing women artisans with skills training and income opportunities, they
are able to help transform cycles of poverty into cycles of prosperity.

REGION
Huehuetenango
ALTITUDE
1,400–1,600 m
PRODUCERS
Smallholders
VARIETY
Bourbon, Catuai,
Caturra
CROP PERIOD
January–April
PROCESSING
Fully-washed,
sun-dried

For each pound of La Morena coffee, 15 cents is donated to Wakami – equal
to more than $22 per bag.
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TA N Z A N I A

Protecting biodiversity through
the preservation of chimpanzees

GO M B E SPECIA L
RESERV E
C O F F E E N E X T T O H A B I TAT

REGION
Kigoma
FARM
Kanyovu Coffee and
Curing Cooperative
joint enterprise.
ALTITUDE
1,450–1,750 m
FARMER
2,787 producers
(477 women and
2,310 men)
HARVEST
April–August
VARIETY
Bourbon and Kent
PROCESSING
Washed

Our Gombe Special Reserve coffee supports sustainable livelihoods for the
communities living around an important chimpanzee habitat, the Gombe
Stream National Park. It was established in 1968 and covers just 35 km2.The
protected land goes along the hills of the eastern shore of the border, Lake
Tanganyika in northwestern Tanzania.
Chimpanzees and various types of baboons and monkeys thrive here, and so
does coffee. Although coffee production around Gombe is in its infancy when
compared to the rest of the country, it offers an unforgettable taste.
This coffee comes from two AMCOS (agricultural marketing cooperative societies), Tujitume and Kanyovu Union. Kanyovu, a close partner of our sister
company Taylor Winch Tanzania, is a consortium of 9 cooperatives and provides assistance to over 7,600 farmers.
We donate 5 cents per pound of coffee sold to the Jane Goodall Institute. The
institute shares technical knowledge of farming skills like farm management
and post-harvest processing aimed at improving the quality and quantity of
produced crops. By teaching farmers how to maximise yields and profit from
their land, the institute is reducing the strain on the surrounding forests and
dependence on economic activities that cause human–animal conflict.
By focusing on the specific needs of the places essential for conservation and
the people we partner with, we’re able to make meaningful impact that has
local ownership and a sustainable future.
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FARMER IMPACT GROWTH NUMBERS
2019 REPORT SUMMARY
EL PARAÍSO

S TAT S

HONDURAS

RABINAL ACHÍ

G U AT E M A L A

THE
VOLCAFE WAY
Volcafe Way was founded in 2014 with the aim to create a sustainable and
profitable business model for coffee growers and roasters. It is a global approach to sustainably sourcing high-quality coffees. At our core we believe
that without profitability there is no sustainability for everyone across the supply chain. If a farmer family is not producing coffee economically, they lack
the financial resources for their health care and education and the capital to
reinvest in their own coffee farming.
Volcafe Way draws on the expertise of our field teams, pooling their collective
knowledge and experience to document best-practice strategies at the point
of origin. We are active in East Africa, Asia and Latin America. More than a
sustainability strategy, it is the way we do business.
With a ‘root cause, root solution’ approach we work directly with coffee farmers to assist and train them in sustainable production techniques and good
agronomy practices. Coffees from Volcafe Way are socially and environmentally responsible, with a clear action plan which addresses the specific challenges identified in that region.
We also teach farmers cost management. In the beginning, many farmers are
unaware of their own production cost breakdown. We empower coffee farmers
to manage their production according to Volcafe Way standards. We explain
connections between financial, agrarian and administrative work.
Volcafe Way works with local experts across the world to produce quality
mappings which help to find the right farmers for our programme. They organise trainings and use data-driven methods to increase transparency and traceability. Our farmer support teams help producers to manage risks, improve
outcomes, gather data and focus on measurable results that our green-buyer
customers can monitor and verify.
While many children of coffee farmers across the world walk away from agriculture, we want to support the farming community to pass profitable coffee
production on to the next generation.
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FARMER IMPACT
“At first I was not very convinced, now I am a promoter of the Volcafe
Way; I am keeping all the records, I buy the inputs of each harvest;
productivity has risen and now the cost is lower.” Dilma Cadenas
PRODUCTIVITY
MARISA HUAMÁN AQUINO
Peru
Joined 2014
10.63 ha

×3

DILMA CADENAS
Honduras
Joined 2018
4.8 ha

QUALITY

2.15%

62%

3.7%

40%

35%

5.9%

12.5%

45%

4.7%

VICTALINO LUIS CASTILLO
Guatemala
Joined 2017
2.45 ha
SAMUEL WAWERU KIIGI
Kenya
Joined 2016
1.5 ha

TOTAL COST

MARTIN MWENDE
Uganda
Joined 2016
4.86 ha

×10

MIGUEL MEDA PEREZ
Guatemala
Joined 2016
6.3 ha

×10

15.6%

85%

14.3%

“I am proud to be a member of Volcafe, since 2016 I have observed a
lot of increase in productivity from my farm, better quality coffee and
I have earned an extra income from it.” Martin Mwende

VOLCAFE WAY
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2019SURMEPMORATRY

The Volcafe Way experience grows day by day. The journey began in 2015, and
with the help of all of you, we’ve taken this experience to different parts of the
world to make a difference with each coffee producer. Here are some important facts from this period.

Last year was exciting for us. We undertook 92,294 activities in Guatemala,
Honduras, Costa Rica, Colombia, Peru, Brazil, Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania. Activites are when our Field Team trains producers, visits business model farms, collects coffee samples, performs socio-environmental surveys and
more.
Here are some more numbers:

TRAINED
PRODUCERS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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GUATEMALA
HONDURAS
COSTA RICA
COLOMBIA
PERU
BRASIL
KENYA
UGANDA
TANZANIA

VOLCAFE WAY

TOTAL
TRAINED
PRODUCERS
SINCE
2015

781
958
248
5727
884
3
320
573
8

TRAINING DELIVERED TO
PRODUCERS IN 2019
BRAZIL		
2

COLOMBIA		

542

COSTA RICA		

22

GUATEMALA		

22

HONDURAS		

34

KENYA		
8

PERU		
74

UGANDA		46

VOLCAFE WAY
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G UAT E M A L A

RA B INA L CHICHU PAC
AS VIBRANT AS ITS PRODUCER

REGION
Rabinal, Baja Verapaz
ALTITUDE
1,650–1,800 m
PRODUCERS
Gerardo Alquejay Garcia
Josefina Juárez Reyes
Francisco Raymundo
Taperia
Marcela Raymundo Taperia
Sebastián Ruiz Perez
Lucía Santiago Santiago
Tomas Sunun Juárez
VARIETY
Catuai, Pache-San Ramon,
Bourbon, Caturra
CROP PERIOD
December–March
PROCESSING
Fully-washed, sun-dried
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Not far from the beautiful and lush mountain range of Sierra de Chuacus in
central Guatemala is Rabinal, in the department Baja Verapaz. Rabinal is a
small town founded in 1537 during an expedition of Spanish colonists into the
lands of the Maya. Even today, the department is home to indigenous peoples.
People of Mayan descent comprise around 40% of Guatemala’s population.
Our coffee is named after the small village of Chichupac, in Rabinal. Rabinal
is well-known for the „Rabinal Achí“, a theatrical play written in the K’iche
language. It is performed annually and one of a few observed pre-Hispanic
cultural heritage pieces that survived colonisation. This beautiful cultural expression is made up of myths and oration that deal with popular and political
topics, expressed through masks, dances, theatre and music. The festivity was
declared as one of the Masterpieces of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of
Humanity by UNESCO.
The coffee plants grow in moist clay soil in a rainy and temperate-to-cold climate, which ensures that the cherries mature slowly. This develops the coffee’s
signature notes. The area’s coffee producers are smallholders who use traditional agricultural practices and operate their own wet mills. Seven producers - all
part of the Volcafe Way program - contribute to this coffee, which is as vibrant
as the people that produce it.

VOLCAFE WAY
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H O N D U R A S

E L PA RA ÍSO
M ATA D E P L ÁTA N O

REGION
Mata de Plátano,
Paraíso
ALTITUDE
1,100–1,750 m
PRODUCERS
Smallholders
VARIETY
Catuai, IHCAFE 90,
Lempira, Parainema
CROP PERIOD
February–June
PROCESSING
Fully-washed, sun-dried

The Mata de Plátano community is located in southeastern Honduras, primarily in the region of Moroceli in the department of El Paraíso. El Paraíso is
one of the oldest coffee farming departments in Honduras. Coffee grows at an
altitude of between 1,050 and 1,750 metres above sea level, where the soil is
rich in organic matter from the forests covering the mountains, and the microclimates created by varied topography are ideal for coffee cultivation. Farmers
benefit from the Volcafe Way program through Molinos de Honduras.
Seny Romel is a coffee farmer in Mata de Plátano who receives support
and training from our Volcafe Way field technicians. As quality and yields
increased, so did Seny’s income. Seny’s farm is now a ‘Volcafe Way model
farm’, where farmers from the area can discuss their challenges and get tips on
how to boost profitability. It helps other coffee farmers understand how their
farms can better perform and how their quality of life can be improved as a
result.

QUALITY
Fancy SHG EP
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HONDURAS

SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

COLOMBIA

G U AT E M A L A

PROJECTS
OVERVIEW
Together with our sister companies we initiate and run 70 PROJECTS
across the world. Most of them support AGRICULTURE and
EDUCATION.

SOLAR DRYERS
IN HONDURAS
45 DRYERS INSTALLED IN 3 MONTHS

In Honduras we are supporting the Pech and Tolupanes communities – two
small indigenous people groups – with our solar dryer project. We supplied
them with the materials and training they needed to build solar dryers. The
project is managed by our sister company, Molinos de Honduras. Eight producer groups (four in each community) are benefitting from the dryers.
Because of resource constraints the two communities have been using traditional processing methods. With these new solar dryers, we were able to
increase the consistency and quality of the coffee.
There is an urgent need for solar dryers across the world. Volcafe companies
have also installed dryers in Peru and Papua New Guinea.

We currently run 20 SCHOOL PROJECTS in 5 countries, including
COLOMBIA, PERU, GUATEMALA, VENEZUELA and UGANDA, and 8 COFFEE
PRODUCTION PROJECTS (drying tables, improved coffee processing
units) in TANZANIA, PAPUA NEW GUINEA, HONDURAS, CHINA and PERU.
Here are three of our projects in Honduras, Colombia and Guatemala.
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SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION
IN COLOMBIA
FOR THE NEXT GENERATION COFFEE PROFESSIONALS

Carcafe, our Volcafe office in Colombia, and the Costa Foundation, inaugurated a new school in Nariño, a department in the southwest of Colombia, in
April 2019.
The school, called Vereda El Sauce, consists of six fully furnished classrooms,
an admin block, sanitation, fresh water and access ramps for the disabled. The
previous secondary school was at risk of collapsing as many of the classrooms
were built close to the edge of a subsiding mountain.
Alongside the national curriculum, the school offers qualifications in additional subjects related to agriculture and animal management. Upon completion of
their education, children graduate with a dual certificate: one as a high school
graduate and one as an agriculture technician, recognised on a national level.
Students who graduate from this school often pursue careers in coffee and
some even compete in international events. For example, Harold Oswaldo
Lasso graduated in 2016 and won first place in the national cupping competition in 2018 and represented Colombia in a global cupping competition in
Berlin. Another graduate of the school now works in the quality department
of Carcafe.

MEDICALCE
ASSISTANMALA
IN GUATE
SERVED 375 PEOPLE OF ALL AGE GROUPS
WITH MEDICAL SUPPORT
There is no access to basic health care for many rural communities in Guatemala. “The health sector has somehow been abandoned over the years,” says
our colleague in Huehuetenango, Mauricio Rosales.
That’s why our sister company in Guatemala, Waelti Schoenfeld Exportadores
de Café S.A., funded and organised a medical assistance in La Democracia,
Huehuetenango, together with the Association of Coffee Exporters (ADEC).
ADEC operates a mobile clinic, which is moved around the country to provide medical assistance in coffee communities that need it most.
During the 15-day programme, workers from our producers and suppliers
came to the clinic to receive medical assistance and odontology treatment. The
medical team worked long hours in order to receive the highest possible number of patients during the two-week period. Besides supporting this initiative
by donating supplies and paying for logistical costs, we also made food donations to all the families that came to the clinic and gave them a dental package,
which included toothbrushes, toothpaste, dental floss and mouthwash. The
programme took place right before the harvest started to reach as many coffee
workers as possible.
Mauricio Rosales says: “People who are receiving these medical services are farmers
and farm workers, for whom this is the only opportunity to receive medical assistance
and quality medicines. To see how the programme impacts people is touching. I particularly remember how we treated a 90-year-old man.”

The school inspires younger generations to keep working in coffee, like their
parents. Encouraging them to build a life in the countryside of Colombia instead of moving to big towns is important for the future of Colombian coffee.
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CO N TAC T
SWITZERLAND

GERMANY

Volcafe Select, Volcafe LTD
Technoparkstrasse 7
CH–8406 Winterthur
T+41 52 264 94 94
select@volcafe.ch

Gollücke & Rothfos GmbH
Schlachte 3–5
DE–28195 Bremen
T+49 421 33 97 33
team@grbcoffee.com

GREECE & CYPRUS

ITALY

Volcafe Select, WNES Coffee Co.
Alimountos 90 Str.
GR–16451 Argyroupoli, Athens
T+30 213 09 94 745
info@wnescoffee.com

Volcafe Select, Volcafe Italy
Via Byron 14/4
IT–16145 Genova
T+39 0 100 996 530
eprandi@volcafe.com

FRANCE, SPAIN & PORTUGAL

UK & IRELAND

Volcafe Select, Volcafe Iberia
Sagasta 27
ESP–28004 Madrid
T+34 91 155 96 87
mathias.puig@volcafe.com

Volcafe Select
Market Hall, Alexandra Road
Clevedon
UK–Bristol BS21 7QE
T: + 44 7912 083547
atucker@volcafe.ch

www.volcafeselect.com
@volcafeselect
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